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The more they laugh the more I cry
The more I'm contemplating
The more I see right through those lies - ooh

The more we love the more I hurt
The more I'm understanding
There must be something more to this life

So I look to the future

But it's too late to learn when the chances are passing
us by
(So much to know, so hard to find)
We suffer the consequences and never get another try
It's too late and it's gone like a second in time
(Another wrong won't make it right)
We're always pulling punches but never stopped to
wonder why
Yes, the moment is gone but it's not too late for
goodbyes - tears in your eyes

The more I can the more I will
The "more" is so demanding
The more I try is like falling uphill
Fly to the sun, answer to none
Finding the reasons on the run
So many stones still left unturned - yeah

So I look to the future, yeah

But it's too late to learn when the chances are passing
us by
(So much to know, so hard to find)
We suffer the consequences and never get another try
It's too late and it's gone like a second in time
(Another wrong won't make it right)
We're always pulling punches but never stopped to
wonder why
Yes, the moment is gone but it's not too late for
goodbyes

There's a lesson to learn so don't let yourself burn
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There's a reason to be all that you wanted to be
And keeping the pace with the masses and crowds
Won't help you to know what this worlds all about
It's not too late to find your place in this life

But it's too late to learn when the chances are passing
us by
(So much to know, so hard to find)
We suffer the consequences and never get another try
It's too late and it's gone like a second in time
(Another wrong won't make it right)
We're always pulling punches but never stopped to
wonder why
Yes, the moment is gone but it's not too late
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